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Overview

CFW history with Master

Tracker

FMPP / LFPP

GWFMA

Sharing the tool with other

markets



Origins

In 2015, CFW won an FMPP to

establish a Market Share CSA, testing

the efficacy of incentives within an

aggregated CSA model and the

viability for a CSA to support a new

farmers market. 

 

CFW managed 3 farmers markets and

was eager to grow.

2015



Farmers
Markets
&

Program
Capacity

A quickly growing farmers market

operation forced CFW to examine our

internal systems, and we concluded

that we needed a system with more

controls and standardization

throughout. Success in developing

such a tool to do so improved our

operations, finances, and gave us

confidence in seeking more

opportunities to expand.

2015-2017



Sharing
Capacity
&

Regional
Collaboration

In thinking about how to

simultaneously help neighboring

markets build capacity and aid in

CFW’s goal to create a regional

coalition, utilizing the Master Tracker

as a product as means for both became

a clear path forward.2018-now



CFW history with

Master Tracker &

FMPP / LFPP



2015

Saw that across the FM management landscape, there were

a number of tools and platforms available, but none that

met every single need.

Created our own basic spreadsheets. Operating at a small

scale, this was suitably functional.

Sales data entry via email, texts, vendors editing their own sheets; token data
entry via paper records.
 
Markets (4): Arlington Prime, Brookland, CH Sat, CH Wed



2016

The market operation grew from 4 to 9 markets. CFW complicated our own sheets to

mixed success, and we needed to strategically look forward for a new option. What were

the challenges with the homegrown spreadsheets? 

 

Sales data entry via email, texts, vendors editing their own sheets; token data entry via

paper records.

 

Markets (9): Arlington Winter, Arlington Prime, Brookland, CH Sat, CH Wed, Glover

Park, Shaw, Rhode Island Ave Thurs, Parkside

 

 



2016

What were the challenges with the homegrown spreadsheets?

 

Without validation, universal editing power, multiple ways to do one thing,

without parallel structure (all workbooks looked and functioned slightly

different) - it was essentially just a series of tables that multiple users could

access, and accidental actions could have domino effects.

 

We had the FMPP to do more with incentives, had multiple funding sources

to report to, we had NIPSIG ideas we wanted to implement, and we knew

that our future would require greater data tracking capabilities.



Takeaway:

We had the vision for a

'Master' framework for data

collection and operations.

What we had so far did

produce actionable data and

helped us to grow, but we

lacked the tech expertise to

truly level up as our

programs kept growing.



Farmers

Market

Needs

Differentiate vendors by product type and market

Securely collect vendor sales data

Securely track token, voucher, and incentive program

redemption data

Present market-level data to aid in decision making

and grant reporting

Provide vendor sales percentage commission

Provide token and program reimbursements

Work with QB - clearly provide sales figures, fees,

reimbursements by type, if vendor invoiced or not

Provide reliable insight into each step of management

and financial processes for troubleshooting & training 



2017

Knew we needed a system able to scale, and began working with Justin.

Utilizing his expertise and our vision / needs, we introduced dedicated entry

forms, vendor and market validation, submission and invoicing reviews, and

standardization throughout the system. 

 

The Master Tracker streamlined our market operations and accounting

processes, allowing CFW to more confidently seek expansion. 

 

Markets beginning of year (12): Arlington Winter, Arlington Prime,

Brookland, CH Sat, CH Wed, Glover Park, Parkside, Paradise, Quarles,

Rhode Island Row Sat, Shaw, Minnesota Thursday



2017

Master Tracker v1 deliverables:

 

Sales data entry via dedicated Google form (vendor report)

Token data entry via dedicated Google form (manager report)

Vendor reporting form, Submission review spreadsheet

Manager reporting form, Submission review spreadsheet

Manager workbook with Invoicing Updates and Penalty / Credit function

Analysis views: incentive totals, sales by season, month, market, product

type, product type by currency, etc.

Bookkeeper view with invoicing information

Validation with market, market fee, vendor type, vendor PIN



2017

The Master Tracker streamlined our market operations and accounting

processes, allowing CFW to more confidently seek expansion. In March, we

had the opportunity to obtain a network of 7 markets. The scalability and

security inherent to the Tracker empowered us to make that jump. We

assumed management of them by June.

 

Markets by mid-season (20): Arlington Winter, Arlington Prime,

Brookland, CH Sat, CH Wed, Glover Park, Parkside, Paradise, Quarles,

Rhode Island Row Sat, Shaw, Minnesota Thursday, Bristow, Chantilly,

Huntington, Oakton Winter, Oakton Prime, Reston, Springfield, Tysons



2018 

In the second development cycles, the Master Tracker underwent mostly

structural, background changes and updates, improving the validation

methods, entry form and date structures, and giving us more flexibility with

vendor assignments, like full season / pop up and start / end date. The basic

inputs and outputs have remained unchanged. 266 full season market /

vendor pairings // monthly invoices.

 

Markets (20): Arlington Winter, Arlington Prime, Chantilly, Chavez, CH

Sat, CH Wed, Gainesville, Glover Park, Huntington, Minnesota Thurs,

Minnesota Sat, Brookland, National Harbor, Oakton Winter, Oakton

Prime, Quarles, Reston, Rhode Island Sat, Springfield, Tysons



Also in 

2018:

CFW saw the need for coordinated,

regional action and data sharing

between direct-to-consumer actors in

the DC area and began investing in

establishing the Greater Washington

Farmers Market Association.

 

2.    The opportunity to speak about the

Master Tracker on Carlos’ 2018 USDA

data panel and the positive response

encouraged us to think about sharing the

tool and the potentials there.

1.



2018 - now

The Greater Washington Farmers Market Association (GWFMA) works to

create a common platform for fundraising to support market infrastructure,

technical aid, expanded promotion and marketing, and increased matching

funds for member organizations. CFW is the current fiduciary. 

 

GWFMA uses the power of collective data to help shape the regional food

system to benefit our network of farmers, ranchers, and food business

enterprises and the communities they serve.

 

The immediate hurdle here, once buy-in is achieved, is standardizing data

collection across partners of differing capacities.



2019

With three development cycles under our belts, the Master Tracker was in a

very good place for CFW, with the Developer making further performance

improvements, and to make the annual cloning process simpler.

 

CFW actively worked with partners to share the tool and learned about the

cloning and adoption process, what people want and need in practice vs. in

theory, managing customization expectations, and navigating the associated

partnerships.



Partner Market A Profile

Data context: vendors report sales; market tracks incentive data; has multiple grants /

funders to report to; had been using a funder’s semi-complicated spreadsheet to track

data for past few years, with decreasing tech support. 

Accounting needs: vendors report sales to pay commission fee, tokens get reimbursed,

some vendors also in CSA; used to do reconciliations each week, then biweekly; process

separate transactions for fee and token reimbursement.

Capacity: good - operate a market, a CSA, access programs, food entrepreneurial

programs; contracted / part time bookkeeper; spare funds to invest in new project.  

Governance structure: established nonprofit with long time ED and diversified staff.



Partner Market A

CFW worked with the Developer to develop a single-market Master Tracker clone, providing

key functionality and features without excess, and acted as intermediary between Market A

and the Developer. The Developer and CFW invested 50/50 in the cloning start up costs -

the Developer to see the project grow, and CFW to further GWFMA.

 

Market A was frustrated with their system, which had many trappings of the OG CFW

system. Changing of long-time market management staff created an opportunity for growth.

 

Market A was constantly walking this line of accommodating people’s capacities, empowering

vs. hand holding. Less handholding is better; any issues grew like the boiling frog metaphor -

enough accommodation over enough time can hamstring people. 



Partner Market A 

Market A eventually required slight customization, and for basic troubleshooting would be in

direct contact with the Developer. From CFW's perspective, this is a tricky line to toe: how

much support is offering a product vs. connecting someone else with a freelancer?

 

CFW was able to preemptively address any complications growing from that direct contact

or outside partners by offering the Master Tracker under contract - the tool must be

protected in order to be used.

 

Market A was initially intimidated by the Master Tracker's complexity, size, and newness -

"When you’re unsure of how the numbers are being generated, that lowers your confidence a

little bit - it required a bit of faith that it was working as it should, to trust the numbers."



Partner Market A - conclusion 

Is GWFMA member.

 

After using the Master Tracker for a season, Market A is hooked!

 

The Master Tracker brought them increased financial controls, a better invoicing cadance

(monthly as opposed to weekly or bi-weekly), better ease of use with QB, and more

confidence in the process and integrity of the data.

 

Looking forward to using the Master Tracker again for next season.



Partner Market B Profile 

Data context: track sales and token data, vendors pay % commission fee,

community / individual donor based; no grants; offers matching

programdata / 

Accounting needs: track sales but fee on flat rate, keep token records,

keep internal records to pay operation fees (permits, EBT terminal +

tech, etc.) and vendor reimbursements, no grant reporting, unsure of

donor reporting

Capacity: low - working board, no grants, 1 paid part time manager, misc

volunteers; very limited to zero spare funds

Governance structure: 1 manager who needs Board approval 

 



Partner Market B  

Regularly attended GWFMA meetings, expressed some challenges in

managing their market, expressed repeated verbal interest in trialing the

Master Tracker.

 

Did not end up working with Partner Market B for the 2019 season.

 

Critical limitation likely low capacity.



Market 

Capacity 

&

GWFMA

Eventual goal is to offer a Master Tracker

package (product and support) as a part of

GWFMA membership, adding capacity to

markets that join and standardizing data

collection across the Association.



Back to that
CSA for a 

second

In 2015, CFW won an FMPP to establish a

Market Share CSA, testing the efficacy of

incentives within an aggregated CSA model

and the viability for a CSA to support a new

farmers market. The FMPP also focused on

access, incentives, outreach, and funds to

sustain the market.



2015 - 2017

We developed a system within Google Sheets with the same Developer to help manage

the CSA. When we saw the substantial impact made by the Market Share, saw all the

data in one place, saw it all improving, via perspective afforded by the Tracker, we knew

that the idea was worth expanding to other markets and clients. Looking at the actors

and other programming available in DC, our growing market network, and the farmers

we had access to, we saw opportunity in wholesaling to institutions, which laid the

groundwork for a 2017 LFPP application to support this model, called the Pop Up Food

Hub.



2015 - now

The Master Tracker revolves around retail

sales and market level sales / incentive data.

The Market Share / PUFH Manager revolves

around intermediated sales, or sales where we

manage wholesale subscriptions (ECC

institutions) and individual subscriptions

(CSA):

FM - the market you see, retail

PUFH - the market you don’t see, wholesale

and subscription



2015 - now

Gathers farmer availability by day, by

product, by farmer (we enter that data

after talking with farmers, it organizes) >

AVAILABILITY

 

We collate subscription and wholesale

(institution) entries from our website,

paper signups, contracts, etc. and the

PUFH manager puts it all in one place >

DEMAND



2015 - now

The PUFH Manager then produces

operation documents: pack sheets, driver

routes, cost analysis, invoices - it tracks

everything that we spend and integrates

into the Bookkeeper view.

 

Advanced use of Google Sheets helped

significantly expand our market footprint,

vendor network, staff, partners, and

implement an FMPP, eventually building

capacity for an LFPP. 



Looking forward

The two concurrent threads here, using the

capabilities of Google sheets to improve both our

farmers market management and wholesaling

management, allowed CFW to grow and build

capacity, paving the way for more a larger farmers

market network, and advanced operations, grant

applications, and strategic opportunities, like

sharing the same tools with other markets and

actors.



End



Questions / Contact:

info@cfwdc.org


